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Abstract

An extensive review on warehouse operation planning problems is presented. The problems are classified according to
the basic warehouse functions, i.e., receiving, storage, order picking, and shipping. The literature in each category is sum-
marized with an emphasis on the characteristics of various decision support models and solution algorithms. The purpose
is to provide a bridge between academic researchers and warehouse practitioners, explaining what planning models and
methods are currently available for warehouse operations, and what are the future research opportunities.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Warehouses are an essential component of any
supply chain. Their major roles include: buffering
the material flow along the supply chain to accom-
modate variability caused by factors such as prod-
uct seasonality and/or batching in production and
transportation; consolidation of products from var-
ious suppliers for combined delivery to customers;
and value-added-processing such as kitting, pricing,
labeling, and product customization.

Market competition requires continuous
improvement in the design and operation of produc-

tion-distribution networks, which in turn requires
higher performance from warehouses. The adoption
of new management philosophies such as Just-In-
Time (JIT) or lean production also brings new chal-
lenges for warehouse systems, including tighter
inventory control, shorter response time, and a
greater product variety. On the other hand, the
widespread implementation of new information
technologies (IT), such as bar coding, radio
frequency communications (RF), and warehouse
management systems (WMS), provides new oppor-
tunities to improve warehouse operations. These
opportunities include, but are not limited to: real-
time control of warehouse operation, easy commu-
nication with the other parts of the supply chain,
and high levels of automation.

A number of warehouse operation decision sup-
port models have been proposed in the literature,
but there remains considerable difficulty in applying
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these models to guide warehouse operations. The
objective of this paper is to classify and summarize
the prior research results, and to identify research
opportunities for the future. The intended outcome
is both a guide to practitioners on the analytical
methodologies and tools available to support better
warehouse operation planning, and a roadmap for
academic researchers to future research oppor-
tunities.

This paper presents a comprehensive review of
the state-of-the-art in research on warehouse opera-
tion planning. We first present a unifying frame-
work to classify the research on different but
related warehouse problems. Within this frame-
work, historical progress and major results are sum-
marized with an emphasis on how the research on
these problems evolved and the relationships
between various problems. Future research direc-

tions are identified and discussed. The scope of this
paper is restricted to warehouse operation-planning
methods. There are a lot of related results on perfor-
mance evaluation, which we believe deserve a sepa-
rate discussion since it is a key issue in warehouse
design and operation that provides the basis for
intelligent decision-making. The companion paper
(Gu et al., 2005) provides a detailed discussion on
this topic together with warehouse design, computa-
tional systems, and case studies. Readers may also
refer to Rowenhorst et al. (2000) for a recent survey
on the overall warehouse design and operation
problems.

2. Framework

The basic requirements in warehouse operations
are to receive Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) from sup-
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Fig. 1. Framework for warehouse design and operation problems.
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